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Part I. 3-D Numerical Modeling of Terrain-Induced Circulations

The first numerical experiment which was performed on the North Carolina

Supercomputer Center's CRAY-YMP machine during the second half of FY92 involved a 36

hour simulation of the CCOPE case study. This first "coarse-mesh" simulation employed the

GMASS model (Whitaker et al. 1988) with a 178 x 108 x 32 matrix of grid points spaced

approximately 24 km apart. The initial data was comprised of the global 2.5 x 2.5 degree

analyses as well as all available North American rawinsonde data valid at 0000 UTC 11 July

1981. Highly-smoothed LFM-derived terrain data were utilized so as to determine the mesoscale

response of the three-dimensional atmosphere to weak terrain forcing prior to including the

observed highly complex terrain of the northern Rocky Mountain region (note Fig. 1). It was felt

that the model should be run with a spectrum of terrain geometries, ranging from observed

complex terrain to no terrain at all, to determine how crucial said terrain was in forcing the

mesoscale phenomena observed by Koch and Golus (1988), Koch et al. (1988), and Koch and

Dorian (1988). Both convection and stratiform (stable) precipitation were not allowed in this

simulation so that their relative importance could be determined by inclusion in forth-coming

simulations. A full suite of planetary boundary layer forcing was allowed in the simulation,

including surface sensible and latent heat fluxes employing the Blakadar PBL formulation.

In the following sections of this report we will describe the details of this simulation,

which, in many ways could be considered the control simulation, including the important

synoptic-scale, meso-tx scale, and meso-13 scale circulations. These results will be compared to

the observations diagnosed by Koch and his colleagues as well as hypotheses set forth in the

project proposal for terrain-influences upon the jet stream and their role in the generation of

mesoscale wave phenomenon. The fundamental goal of the analyses being the discrimination

among background geostrophic adjustment, terrain influences, and shearing instability in the

initiation and maintainance of mesoscale internal wave phenomena. Based upon these findings,

FY93 plans will be discussed.

a) Simulated Background Synoptic and Meso-o_ Scale Jet Streak Adjustments Prior to the

Development of Meso-[3 Scale Features

At the initial time, i. e., 0000 UTC 11 July 1981, the 30 kPa and 50 kPa height and wind

fields contained a deep low pressure trough oriented northeast-southwest off the west coast of the

U. S. with a closed low centered just west of Seattle, Washington, as can be seen depicted in

Figure 2. A massive ridge of high pressure exists over the high plains region of the U. S. with a



northeast-southwestorientedjet streambetweennorthernCaliforniaandManitoba,Canada.The

breakdownof the wind field into its constituentcomponentsindicates that thereare two u-

componentmaxima,onecenteredoversouthernOregonandasecondovereasternManitobaas
well aswesternOntarioandonev-componentmaximaoverwesternIdaho. Thesefields indicate

thatMontanalies in theright front exit regionof thejet streakextendingfrom westof California
to westernSaskatchewan.

After 12 hours of simulation, i. e., by 1200UTC 11 July 1981,thereare threemajor

changesto themassandmomentumfield accompanyingtheaforementionedjet streakwhichcan
bediscernedby comparingFigures2 and 3. First, theheight field valueshavedroppedslightly

in magnitude over northern Idaho and northeasternWashington while maintaining their

magnitudeto thesouthandsoutheastresulting in an increasednorthwestward-directedpressure

gradientforceovermostof IdahoandMontana. Second,in responseto thischangein theheight

field, thev-componenthasincreasedin magnitudenorthandnortheastof its 0000UTC location,

i. e., over mostof Idaho,central andwesternMontana,andnorthwesternWyoming. Third, the

distinct u-componentvelocity maximum centeredover southernOregon at 0000 UTC has

becomeabsorbedinto themaximumoversouthernManitobaindicating ageneralincreasein u-
componentmagnitudebetweencentralIdahoandSaskatchewan.

Thesesubtlechangesin the 30kPajet streakclearly indicatethat there is not a distinct

propagationof the streaknortheastwardsduring this first 12hour periodbut a reorganizationof
its structureas: 1) the increasednorthwestward-directedpressuregradientforceacceleratesthev-

componentwestof CCOPEby 4-8ms-1and2) theCoriolis forcechangesin responseto 1),thus

increasingthe u-componentmagnitudeby 2-3 ms"1over the sameregion. Theseadjustments

havemodified the 30 kPajet structurein a mannerwhereintheshearsjust west of CCOPEare

now directed primarily along-streamas opposedto across-streameven though CCOPE lies
generallyin the jet's right exit regionwith respectto thev-componentandright entranceregion
with respectto theu-component.

When one comparesthis control simulation to the objective analyses of observations

presented in Koch and Dorian (1988), one sees important similarities and important

discrepancies. The simulation is similar to the extent that the model produces the localized 30

kPa southerly wind component maximum centered on western Idaho with maximum total wind

velocity values -50 ms-l. Furthermore, there is every indication that the simulated wind vectors

are oriented across the geostrophic stream with the ageostrophic vector pointing to the northwest

as observed, although the magnitude of the cross-stream ageostrophic component is not certain as

we have not yet calculated it's precise value. This v-component mesoscale maximum decreases

over a short distance to the north of CCOPE where the westerly component becomes dominant.

Comparison of total wind velocity and direction calculations between the model and the
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observationsindicatesanexcellentagreementbetweenbothsetsof data. However,thesimulated

height field overnorthernIdaho andnortheasternWashingtonis 10-30m too high, andthereis
little indication of the shortwavetrough (A) along the spineof the Rocky Mountainsbetween

Idaho and Montana as diagnosedfrom the observations. Interestingly, the simulation does

indicate the developmentof a weakcold trough to the west of this mountainrangeand warm

ridgeto its eastby 1200UTC. This thermalfeaturedid becomebetterorganizedasit propagated
from Oregonto Montana.However,it is not clearif its intensification is the result of the larger

scalefrontogenetical adjustmentsor local weak terrain-inducedforcing between Idaho and
Montana.The 30kPavertical motionsat 1200UTC, depictedin Figure4, clearly indicaterising

motionwithin the warm Laplacianconfigurationindicatinga thermally-directcirculation which

would be frontolytic, althoughincreasingageostrophicconfluencemay be acting to enhance

frontogenesisin this region. Below 30kPatheverticalmotion is positive indicatingsinkingand

athermally-indirectcirculationascanbeseenin Figure4.
Given these similarities and differences one could come to the following general

conclusionsof the upper-troposphericdynamicalprocessesbetween0000UTC and 1200UTC

baseduponthesmoothedterraincontrol simulation and the observations. First, the development

of the mesoscale southerly ageostrophic wind maximum over Idaho southwest of CCOPE is

largely independent of a distinct propagating upstream wave or mesoscale terrain influences, as it

is well-simulated without the influence of either. This feature is similar to the diagnosed

unbalanced region wherein a strong cross-stream ageostrophic wind component was observed by

Koch and Dorian (1988). This feature evolves locally, i.e., it is not advected into this region.

Second, said ageostrophic feature does produce a geostrophic adjustment by forcing a weak

acceleration of the u-component downstream to the northwest of CCOPE. However, this

adjustment is, at 30 kPa, a slow-manifold (Coriolis) response which apparently is incapable of

triggering any internal gravity waves at this time. It also is a local adjustment not advected into

this region. Third, the existence of a short wave trough (A) (as diagnosed by Koch) lying astride

the Rocky Mountains between Idaho and Montana is not likely the result of larger scale

frontogenetical processes and may be the result of local terrain-induced forcing. The f'trst two

conclusions, which are strongly supported by the simulation, indicate jet streak adjustment, not

propagation, in spite of the fact that there is no indication of gravity wave formation at this point

in the simulation! The third conclusion about the formation of feature "A" and its subsequent

importance is considerably less certain and will await additional simulations before we can feel

confident about our analyses. Furthermore, it should be reiterated that the sign of the vertical

motion changes between 30 kPa and 50 kPa, indicating some vertical variation in the magnitude

and pattern of the aforementioned adjustments.
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b) Meso-[3 Scale Adjustments Accompanying the Control Simulation During Observed

Gravity Wave Episode I

Koch et al.s' (1988) paper clearly indicates that mesoscale waves R1, R2, RU, and R3 are

observed to develop over southwestern Montana during the first episode period prior to 1800

UTC. A close examination of the 30 kPa omega fields in Figure 5 for the period after 1200 UTC

extending to 1800 UTC shows continued weak ascent over central and eastern Montana with

little indication of the contraction in scale to distinct propagating meso-[3 scale vertical motion

maxima typical of internal gravity waves. However, a comparison with the same fields at the 50

kPa level depicted in Figure 5 indicates a definite scale contraction and some indication of

multiple propagating maxima. The first 50 kPa ascent feature develops over west-central

Montana at hour 13. This feature propagates eastward and then bifurcates into a second feature

just west of the CCOPE network by hour 17. The wavelength of these two features (-200 km)

and their speed of propagation (-20 ms -1) are not disimilar to the primary modes described by

Koch et al. However, there is little indication of definite amplification of these modes into

distinct pressure perturbations in the simulated model cross sections (note Figure 6) or mean sea

level pressure fields (not shown). These features are also evident in the 70 kPa omega fields (not

shown) being more numerous and having a somewhat shorter wavelength than at 50 kPa.

While these features are very weak, their genesis, particularly at 50 kPa, is most relevant.

There are subtle differences in the geometry of the simulated 30 kPa and 50 kPa wind and height

fields during the 1200 UTC - 1800 UTC period. A comparison between Figures 3 and 7

indicates that at the 50 kPa level the amplitude of the height ridge is slightly greater over eastern

Montana than at 30 kPa, hence, the spatial variation of the pressure gradient force is larger.

Furthermore, the spatial variation of the u-component over this same region at 50 kPa, i. e., the

gradient of u-component oriented towards CCOPE orthogonal to the southwest-northeast stream,

is clearly greater than at 30 kPa. Hence, it is not surprising that the adjustment of the u-

component to the increase in the v-component upstream over Idaho and southwestern Montana is

stronger at 50 kPa producing a definite velocity convergence maximum dominated by the cross-

stream shear (oriented towards the southeast) of the u-component velocity over central Montana

which propagates downstream over the CCOPE network by 1800 UTC. Another way of

expressing this is that as the v-component increased between 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC, the

divergence tendencies orthogonal to this component increased within a region of the fluid

wherein geostrophic adjustment was maximized, i. e., wherein the Laplacian of pressure, the

Jacobian of u and v, as well as the f_ term within the nonlinear balance equation, were all

sufficiently different in magnitude so as not to compensate for one another (Kaplan and Paine

1977; Uccellini and Koch 1987; Zack and Kaplan 1987). Expressed in a yet different manner: in
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an effort to increase the u-componenttowards its appropriategeostrophic value as the v-

componentincreases,massis beingtransportedorthogonalto the largerscalestream;i. e., to the

southeastof the jet. Thereis someindication from the analysisof Koch and Dorian (1988) at

1200 UTC that the 30 kPa wind field over western and central Montana crosses to the right of the

height field supporting the concept of a downstream transport of mass during geostrophic

adjustment.

It is most interesting, also, that this increased horizontal imbalance at 50 kPa relative to

30 kPa is occurring beneath the level of most significant vertical increase of the horizontal wind

velocity and the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, as well as the critical level where the wind velocity in

the direction of wave propagation is equivalent to the observed wave propagation velocity as

described in Koch and Dorian (1988) (note cross sections in Figure 6). Hence, the weak

mesoscale geostrophic adjustment processes simulated by the GMASS model tend to be stronger

between the boundary layer, i. e., the layer between 85 kPa and 70 kPa, and 50 kPa than they are

at 30 kPa.

It should be cautioned that the above conclusions are predicated upon preliminary "back

of the envelope" calculations. Further in-depth diagnostics are still required, which will be

performed in the future. However, these preliminary findings indicate that the geostrophic

adjustment process is likely stronger near the 50 kPa level than at 30 kPa over west - central

Montana. Based upon this single control simulation, it is not clear why these mesoscale velocity

divergence maxima do not amplify into distinct propagating internal gravity waves as were

observed over CCOPE. One could speculate that either mesoscale terrain forcing accompanying

the development of disturbance "A" or the development of convection selectively increased the

amplitude of the adjustment process. Perhaps the relatively coarse model horizontal resolution

inhibited nonlinear wave amplification? Perhaps a combination of these processes is

responsible? It should be noted that both Lagrangian Rossby number (Koch and Dorian 1988)

and inertial-advective Rossby number (Uccellini et al. 1984) calculations were performed using

simulated 50 kPa values over the region just upstream from CCOPE during the 1400 UTC to

1500 UTC period. The Lagrangian and inertial-advective Ro values of -.15 and ~ .33,

respectively, indicate that while the flow may have been unbalanced from the perspective of the

divergence equation, the weak accelerations accompanying these low Ro values would suggest

flow that was still not sufficiently close to Ro -1.0, which is typically used as a criterion for a

strongly unbalanced regime. Possible answers to this question of why gravity waves were not

simulated in this region may be forthcoming after additional simulations. Nevertheless, there

clearly is an indication that a geostrophic adjustment process does occur between 1200 UTC and

1800 UTC just upstream from CCOPE which spatially corresponds to the observed initiation of



mesoscalevelocity divergencemaxima.Thesefeaturesaremoststrongly forcedwithin the50 -

70 kPalayer.

c) Meso-I_ Scale Adjustments Caused by Orogenic Circulation Accompanying the Control

Simulation During Observed Gravity Wave Episode II

Koch et al. (1988) describe the observed gravity waves during CCOPE as being clustered

during two episodes with a relatively short lull inbetween. The GMASS control simulation

indicates that shortly after the aforementioned geostrophic adjustment process, i. e., between

1800 UTC 11 July and 0000 UTC 12 July, an orogenically-forced circulation develops over the

smoothed mountains along the Idaho-Montana border. Tripoli and Cotton (1989a,b) define

"orogenic" as a "convective weather system that is excited by orographic flow systems but

becomes self-sustaining". The driving mechanism for this circulation is similar to that described

by Koch (1985) and Tripoli and Cotton (1989a,b) in which the deepening PBL over the elevated

terrain produces a solenoidally-forced and thermally-direct circulation wherein heated air over

the elevated plateau becomes warmer at the same elevation than air directly downstream above

the valley as a result of differential surface sensible heat fluxes. One can graphically see in

Figure 8 just how much the PBL has expanded over the western sector of the cross section at its

apex, i. e., 0000 UTC 12 July, which is 1800 MDT. Here, a deep dry adiabatic layer has been

simulated to nearly 50 kPa with the 316 K isentrope extending from near 55 kPa to the surface, -

80 kPa. This has the effect of reversing the mountain-valley temperature gradient which was, at

1800 UTC, oriented from valley to mountain. Hence, the elevated plateau becomes a "heat

island" and the ensuing thermally-direct circulation is established by 0000 UTC 12 July.

This deepening PBL effectively warms a layer - 20 kPa thick by more than 2 K. The

effect upon the midtropospheric mass field of this process can be discerned from Figure 9

wherein the 50 kPa height, temperature, omega, u-component, and v-component as well as the 30

kPa u-component and v-component are depicted during the 1900 UTC to 0000 UTC period.

Height rises of nearly 10 m above the narrow diabatically-forced warm tongue by 2100 UTC

modify the al0ng-stream pressure gradient force resulting in an accelerating wind field in a

stream-wise sense. The velocity divergence and convergence patterns forced by the differential

accelerations result in a northwest-southeast oriented pattern of rising, sinking, and rising

motions extending from above the leeside of the elevated plateau to just west of CCOPE by 2100

UTC. By 0000 UTC, the second downstream rising cell of this thermally-indirect along-stream

frontogenetical circulation is positioned over the western part of CCOPE. The structure and

amplitude of this feature is analogous to the 50 kPa thermai perturbation observed by Koch and

Dorian (1988) at 0000 UTC 12 July. Accompanying this feature are mesoscale u-component



and v-componentmaximawhich slopeupstreambetween50 kPa and30 kPaover east-central
and west-centralMontana, respectively. If this feature is, indeed,analogousto the feature

observedby KochandDorian (1988),it wouldexplainthemassperturbationwhich theyobserve

approachingCCOPEas feature "A" at 0000 UTC 12 July and the momentumperturbation

accompanyingfeature"B" overwesternMontanaat thesametime. Feature"B" is accompanied

by a northeastward"streamwise"extensionof the jet at 30 kPain the observeddatawhich is
replicated as a mesoscalemaximum of u and v-componentwind velocity over west-central
Montana.

The orogenically-forced circulations, while being the strongestageostrophicfeatures

simulatedat thispoint, still do not appearto havecharacteristicssimilar to theepisodeII gravity

wavesobservedby Kochet al. (1988). Their wavelengthis -400 km andphasevelocity ~10-15

ms -1 which differs substantially from the primary modes. However, Lagrangian and inertial-

advective Rossby number computations indicate larger unbalanced flow regimes than the

aforementioned geostrophic adjustment processes discussed in the previous subsections.

Calculations performed within the largest acceleration region at 50 kPa over west-central

Montana at 2100 UTC indicate Lagrangian Ro values -.29 and inertial-advective Ro values -.42.

These should be compared with values -.15 and .33, respectively, for the weak geostrophic

adjustment process described in the previous subsection which was simulated to occur between

1200 UTC and 1800 UTC. Hence, the orogenic circulation is more unbalanced, but during its

formative period, still unable to produce internal gravity wave phenomena. In spite of this,

during this period between 1800 UTC and 0000 UTC, mid-upper tropospheric vertical motions

approach and exceed 10 cms -1 resulting in substantial adiabatic cooling as was observed over

CCOPE at 0000 UTC by Koch and Dorian (1988). Furthermore, there is every indication that

the mass and momentum perturbations observed by Koch and Dorian (1988) over CCOPE and

the region upstream above the mountains and termed short waves "A" and "B" are really mass

and momentum perturbations, respectively, resulting from this orogenic circulation. The

streamwise structure of these mesoscale along-stream ageostrophic fronts downstream from the

mountains is analogous to the terrain-induced circulations described in Kaplan and Karyampudi

(1992a,b).

d) Characteristics of Internal Gravity Waves in the Control Simulation During the Later

Stages of Observed Gravity Wave Episode II

Shortly after 0000 UTC 12 July, an upstream-tilted internal gravity wave develops over

west-central Montana within the downstream-propagating orogenic circulation. The wave crests

can be seen in Figure 10 at -55 kPa and -70 kPa during the 0100 UTC to 1200 UTC period.



This wave is tilted a largedistanceupstreamwith - 200km separatingtheuppercrestfrom the

lower crest. The wavelengthof eachis -300 km and the averagephasevelocity of the upper
modeis -18 ms -1 and the lower mode -16 ms 1. The wavelength of each is nearly twice that of

the average of the observed primary waves reported during CCOPE while the phase velocities

are slightly slower than the averages of both modes. These waves do not propagate at constant

phase velocities within the simulation, accelerating and decelerating several times during this 11

hour period. There is every indication that these are gravity waves based upon the deceleration

patterns of the wind fields relative to the waves and the velocity convergence/divergence patterns

which facilitate ascent ahead of the crests and descent behind the crests, hence, producing a

quadrature relationship for the vertical motions as depicted in Koch and Golus (1988). These

features propagate over and downstream of the CCOPE network between 0600 UTC and 1200

UTC 12 July. Furthermore, a second lower tropospheric mode develops near or slightly west of

the location of the genesis point of the first mode at ~ 1000 UTC. This feature propagates at a

slower phase velocity than the first mode for the remaining two hours of the simulation, i. e., -

13 ms -1.

The genesis location and period of the first simulated wave correspond to the deformed

height, temperature, wind, and omega patterns at 50 kPa and 30 kPa over southwest-central

Montana at 0100 UTC - 0300 UTC depicted in Figure 11. While detailed divergence equation

calculations have not been performed at this time, it is intuitively obvious that the meso-[3 scale

Laplacian in the height field in direct juxtaposition to very strong along-stream gradients in the

wind field would produce significant total time tendency values of divergence and convergence.

Crude 50 kPa Rossby number calculations at 0100 UTC 12 July at a point - 100 km northeast of

the northwest corner border location among Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming indicate values of

-.42 and -.66 for the Lagrangian and inertial-advective Ro, respectively. The location of this

region of maximum Ro values is consistent with the location of observed maximum calculated

by Koch and Dorian (1988) employing a .75 degree lat/lon grid between northwestern Wyoming

and southwest-central Montana. These values are considerably greater, albeit still <1.0, than the

.15 and .29 as well as the .33 and .42 for the Lagrangian Ro and inertial-advective Ro,

respectively, at the two aforementioned earlier time periods, i. e., -1500 UTC and 2100 UTC 11

July. This location is highly consistent with the observed wave genesis region reported by Koch

et al. (1988) as well as the observed 30 kPa unbalanced region reported in Koch and Dorian

(1988).

e) Summary, Conclusions, and FY93 Plans
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The first of a seriesof simulations,which aredesignedto diagnosetherole of terrain in

producing observed mesoscale wave phenomena, have been described. The control simulation

was performed with a 24 km version of the GMASS numerical model employing smoothed LFM

terrain and no precipitation processes. This simulation recreated some of the observed meso-0_

and meso-13 scale phenomena which were diagnosed over the CCOPE observational network by

Koch and Golus (1988), Koch et al. (1988), and Koch and Dorian (1988).

Four sets of key sequential adjustments were simulated. First, during the 0000 UTC -

1200 UTC period, the intensifying southeast-northwestward-directed pressure gradient force at

the jet stream level, i. e., 30 kPa, produced an observed acceleration of the v wind velocity

component maximum over Idaho, southwestern Montana, and northwestern Wyoming. This

resulted in the amplification of the cross-stream component of the ageostrophic v-component

which was observed by Koch and Dorian (1988) at 1200 UTC 11 July. In response to said

amplification, the u wind velocity component increased over western and central Montana as the

Coriolis force nudged the flow towards a slow geostrophic adjustment.

Second, the adjustment process described in the previous paragraph becomes better

organized between 1200 UTC and 1800 UTC 11 July below the 30 kPa level, i. e., between 50

kPa and 70 kPa. Here, the variation of the horizontal pressure gradient force and horizontal wind

shears are more conducive to the development of an increase in the velocity

divergence/convergence patterns at the mesoscale just upstream of and over CCOPE. However,

the subsequent scale contraction of divergence maxima and minima over CCOPE is not of

sufficient magnitude to produce coherant internal gravity waves as were observed by Koch and

Golus (1988). It is speculated that the reason for the model's inability to replicate said waves is

probably a combination of the ultrasmoothness of the terrain and the relatively coarse resolution,

both of which inhibit the development of the observed short wave trough "A" which alligned

itself along the northwest-southeast mountain geometry. This feature may have contributed to

the imbalance of forces downstream over Montana, thus resulting in stronger divergence

tendencies.

Third, during the 1800 UTC and 0000 UTC period, the differential surface sensible

heating between the elevated plateau of western Montana and the lower region of central

Montana results in a thermally-direct mesoscale circulation. Accompanying this circulation are

zones of vertical motion which slowly propagate downstream towards CCOPE. This feature

produces a midtropospheric circulation which is analogous to observations over CCOPE at 0000

UTC 12 July. However, this circulation does not immediately produce distinct internal gravity

wave phenomena.

Fourth, shortly after 0000 UTC 12 July, an upstream-tilted internal gravity wave develops

over the southwest-central part of Montana in direct proximity to the largest mass and

9



momentum perturbations accompanyingthe orogenic circulation describedin the previous

paragraph. This wave coherantlymovesdownstreamover CCOPEand further away from its
genesislocationduring the subsequent10hoursof the simulation. The structureof the gravity
waveindicatesdual vertical levelsof maximum amplitude,i. e., -55 kPaand - 70 kPawith a

large separationdistance inbetween thesemaxima. The vertical structure of the wave is

consistentwith that dictated by gravity wave theory, and the averagephasevelocity of both
verticalmodesaresimilar to themodesobservedoverCCOPE.Thehorizontalwavelengthof this

featureis nearly twice as long as the primary mode observedover CCOPE,however. This
gravity wave is generatedwithin the orogeniccirculation which containedhighly unbalanced
meso-13scalemassandmomentumperturbations.Later in thesimulation,anadditionalgravity

wavedevelopswithin thesameregionof southwesternMontana.
The fundamental conclusions to be derived from this first simulation involve the

importanceof the orogeniccirculation in establishingtheconditionsfor gravity wave genesis.

While geostrophicadjustmentprocesseswere simulatedby the numerical model in a region

where observations indicated they probably existed in nature, these adjustmentswere of

insufficient magnitudeto inducegravity wavegenesis. Only after severalhoursof continuous

decouplingbetweenthemidtroposphericmassandmomentumfield accompanyingtheorogenic
circulationdid anydistinctgravitywavephenomenadevelopin thesimulation.

Plansfor FY 93 aregoing to be focussedon theproblemof how terrainstructureactsto

produceanenvironmentconducivefor gravity wave genesis. Simulationswill be designedto

diagnosethe sensitivity of gravity wave genesisto terrain-inducedmidtropospheric mass-

momentumperturbations. Thepriority list for additionalsimulationsincludes:

1)A 24km simulationwith no terrainat all,

2)A 24km simulationwith nosurfacesensibleheatfluxes,
3)A 24 km simulationwith observedmesoscaleterrainandsurfacesensibleheatfluxes,

4)A full physicsnested-grid8km simulationwhich excludesprecipitationprocesses,and

5)A full physicsnested-grid8km simulationwhich includesprecipitationprocesses.

It will probablyrequireall of FY 93andFY 94 to completethis effort. However,during

FY 93 wecanconclusivelyeliminatebackground/nonterrain-induced geostrophic adjustment as

th.e prime forcing function for wave genesis by performing the f'trst two simulations which are

listed above. Furthermore, we can isolate the response of the gravity wave generation processes

to higher resolution complex terrain by performing experiment 3). It is important to reiterate one

of the major findings of the first year's effort, i.e., that no gravity wave was triggered during

observed wave episode I wherein there was every indication that short wave trough "A" was not

simulated. Thus, the inability to simulate "A" at 1200 UTC, which was very likely a terrain-
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induced mesoscale circulation, likely contributed to the absence of gravity waves during episode

I. However, wave "A" and "B" at 0000 UTC, i.e., probably the orogenic circulation, was

effective, even with unrealistically-smoothed terrain, in modifying the background atmosphere to

produce gravity wave generation mechanisms during wave episode H.

Part II. Linear Theory and Theoretical Modeling

a) Summary of Theoretical and Modeling Work to Date

To date, the majority of the theoretical work has focused on understanding the basic

dynamics of the mechanism of geostrophic adjustment through an investigation of the initial

value problem for two- and three-dimensional unbalanced, localized, ageostrophic zonal (east -

west) wind perturbations in idealized analytical models of motionless homogeneous, and

unbounded continuously stratified rotating planetary atmospheres. Linear theoretical results

indicate that while inertia-gravity waves are generated for both types of physical systems, only

the three - dimensional fluids are capable of asymptotic adjustment to a non-zero geostrophically

balanced equilibrium wherein a significant fraction of the initial zonal ageostrophic wind

perturbation is retained, since the introduction of an alongstream or zonal wind perturbation

provides a non-zero initial potential vorticity state.

Recently, in a study closely related to our own, Fritts and Luo (1992) have published

linear analytical solutions for the inertia-gravity waves generated by an initial ageostrophic zonal

wind anomaly which is uniform in the alongstream direction (i.e. no alongstream shear is

associated with the perturbation). While the solutions indicated that a non-zero geostrophically

balanced initial state is eventually obtained, this model did not address the fundamental

differences in the nature of the response due to the scale differences between the ageostrophic

perturbation and the Rossby radius of deformation in the horizontal, as well as the scale

differences between the perturbation and the deformation depth in the vertical. Both the

horizontal and the vertical length scale of the ageostrophic initial state are important in the

character of the geostrophic adjustment dynamics of a continuously stratified atmosphere. In

addition, the neglect of the alongstream shear associated with the perturbation renders the model

incapable of approximating a midlatitude jetstreak.

Luo and Fritts (1992) have considered the initial value problem for a fully three-

dimensional localized ageostrophic zonal wind anomaly, which is a better approximation for

investigating the inertia-gravity waves generated by midlatitude jetstreaks. While these results

have yet to be published, we expect their results to agree well with our independent formulation
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andsolutionof the three-dimensionalinitial valueproblem. Theseresultswill bepublishedin a

forthcomingdoctoraldissertation.
The theoretical results to date have been used as sensitivity benchmarks in the

developmentof a simplenonlinear,primitive equationmesoscalenumericalmodel,whosemain

advantageoverpreexistingmoresophisticatedmesoscalemodelsis the certaintywith which the
contribution from the nonlinear terms in the governing equations to the responsecan be

determined,aswell as the wide variability in the specification of idealizedexternal forcings

and/or initial stateswhich do not rely on the complexities associatedwith assimilatingreal

observationaldata. With the modeldevelopmentaccomplished,it is possibleto isolate and

understandthe nonlinear contribution to the geostrophic adjustment mechanism for both

unbalancedageostrophicand balancedgeostrophicinitial states,and how this mechanismis

modifed by orographic forcing. In addition,the thermallydirect and indirect mesocirculations
found in theentranceandexit regionsof propagatingmidlatitude uppertroposphericjet streaks

canonly exist when the upstreamgeostrophicallybalancedjetstreamflow passesthroughand

exits the long-lived, quasi-steadyslowerpropagatingjet core. The relative importanceof the

generationanddevelopmentof this circulationwith respectto fundamentaljetstreakgeostrophic

adjustmentprocessescanbe addressedwithin the context of theoretically oriented modeling
simulations.

b) Proposed Research (FY 1993)

- Generalize the classical numerical results of Van Tuyl and Young (1982) by

investigating the geostrophic adjustment dynamics associated with the propagation of a

quasi-steady, quasi-balanced, upper level jet streak in a layer-sheared continuously

stratified atmosphere.

- Generalize the character of the fundamental linear theoretical geostrophic adjustment

dynamics associated with a fully three-dimensional localized, unbalanced, ageostrophic

zonal wind anomaly in a continuously stratified atmosphere by analytically and

numerically investigating the response with emphasis on the horizontal and vertical

length scales of the jet streak with respect to the Rossby radius of deformation and

vertical depth of deformation.

- Investigate the nonlinear contribution to the geostrophic adjustment mechanism for both

unbalanced ageostrophic as well as linear geostrophically balanced initial states through

theoretically oriented numerical modeling simulations.

12



- Investigatetheeffectsof quasi-linearandnonlinearorographicforcing on a propagating,

localized, three-dimensional, zonal wind anomaly in a continuously stratified atmosphere

through theoretically oriented numerical modeling studies.

- Investigate the role played by jetstreak upper-level forcing in the initiation and

development of both lee and coastal cyclogenesis through theoretically oriented modeling

work. Guidelines for this part of the proposed research will be provided by the existing

linear theories of Smith (1984, 1986) and Lin (1989, 1990) on lee and coastal

cyclogenesis, respectively.
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List of Figures

Fig. 1: (a) Region of model integration with the region of the nested grid matrix and

CCOPE highlighted within. (b) High resolution terrain data base (m) over the coarse mesh

integration region. (c) Low resolution smoothed LFM terrain data base (m) employed for the

control simulation over the coarse mesh integration region.

Fig. 2: NMC global analysis fields and rawinsonde observations employed to initialize the

GMASS model at 0000 UTC 11 July 1981. (a) Observed u-component isotachs (ms "I) at 30 kPa

and 50 kPa, (b) observed v-component isotachs (ms -t) at 30 kPa and 50 kPa. (c) Observed

height (solid in m) and temperature (dashed in C) a 30 kPa and 50 kPa. (d) Observed cross

sections of u-component isotachs and vectors (ms -1) and v-component isotachs and vectors (ms-

1) between 45 N., 112 W. and 48 N. and 98 W.

Fig. 3: Simulated 30 kPa (a) height (solid in m) and temperature (dashed in C), (b) u-

cmponent isotachs (ms'l), and (c) v-component isotachs (ms "l) all valid at 1200 UTC 11 July

1981.

Fig. 4: Simulated vertical velocity (upward dashed in 10 .5 kPa s -]) at (a) 30 kPa, (b) 50

kPa, and (c) 70 kPa all valid at 1200 UTC 11 July 1981.

Fig. 5: Simulated vertical velocity (upward dashed in 10 -5 kPa s-1) at (a) 30 kPa and (b) 50

kPa and valid from 1300 UTC to 1800 UTC 11 July 1981.

Fig. 6: Cross sections of simulated total wind vectors (ms -1) and potential temperature (K)

valid at (a) 1300 UTC, (b) 1400 UTC, (c) 1500 UTC, and (d) 1600 UTC 11 July 1981. Location

is the same as in Figure 2d.
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Fig. 7: Simulated(a)30 kPaheight(solid in m) andtemperature(dashedin C), (b) 50 kPa
height(solid in m) andtemperature(dashedin C), (c) 30kPau-componentisotachs(ms'l), (d) 30

kPa v-componentisotachs (ms-l), (e) 50 kPau-componentisotachs(ms"l) and (0 50kPa v-
componentisotachs(msq) all valid between1300UTC and1800UTC 11July 1981.

Fig. 8: Crosssectionsof simulated(a) total wind vectors (ms-l), isotachs (ms-I), and

potential temperature(K) valid at 1800UTC 11July 1981and(b) total wind vectors(ms-1)and

potentialtemperature(K) valid at 0000UTC 12July 1981. Locationis thesameasin Figure2d.

Fig. 9: Simulated(a)50 kPavertical velocity (upwarddashedin 10-4kPas-l), (b) 50 kPa
height(solid in m) andtemperature(dashedin C), (c) 50kPau-componentisotachs(ms-l), (d) 50

kPa v-component isotachs(ms-l), (e) 30 kPau-componentisotachs(ms"l) and (f) 30 kPav-

componentisotachs(ms-1)all valid between1900UTC 11Julyand0000UTC 12July 1981.

Fig. 10: Crosssectionsof simulatedtotal wind vectors(ms-l) and potential temperature

(K) valid between0100UTC 12July and 1200UTC 12July 1981.Location is the sameasin
Figure2d.

Fig. 11: Simulated(a)50kPaheight(solid in m) andtemperature(dashedin C), (b) 50kPa
u-component isotachs (ms-l), (c) 50 kPa v-componentisotachs (ms-l), (d) 50 kPa vertical

velocity (upwarddashedin 10-4kPas-l), (e)30kPau-componentisotachs(ms-l) and(f) 30 kPa

v-componentisotachs(ms-1)alI valid between0100UTC and0300UTC 12July 1981.
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